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Abstract

Lithography is the key technology driver for the semiconductor industry. The

improvement of the lithographic resolution provides much of the momentum for the continued

growth of the indushy. As DUV lithographybecomesmainstream,efficient process development

is becoming crucial, due to the high costs associated with the equipment and materials, and

continually shortened time-to-market.

Chemically amplified resist is the workhorse for pattern transfer in the DUV lithography

generation. Much work has been done in studying the physical and chemical mechanisms in the

lithography process. However, all of the existing models have been shown to be inadequate to

capture some phenomena observed in DUV lithography, such as deprotection induced thickness

loss and dynamic quenching reaction effect. In this report, we propose new static models that

incorporate the quencher effect, and a physically based dynamic model for the post exposure bake

step.

Parameter extraction and simulator calibration are essential simulation steps. Only affer

we have accurately calibrated the simulator can we fully utilize all the fab data and effectively

combine the modeling, analysis and optimization tools to dramatically cut the development and

production costs. A parameter extraction framework using adaptive simulated annealing as the

optimization engine is proposed, and experimental data on two DUV resists are used to extract

their corresponding model parameters.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Backgrounds and Motivation

Lithography is the key technology driver for the semiconductor industry [1]. The

improvement of lithographic resolution provides much of the momentum for the continued

growth of the industry. Lithography is also a significant economic factor, currently representing

over thirty-five percent of the chip manufacturing cost. This necessitates the use of simulation to

reduce the number of characterization experiments devoted to developing new recipes, hence

saving expensive equipment time and reducing time-to-market.

There are three important elements required in order to simulate a process [I]: models,

simulators, and calibration/validation. Models provide a mental image of reality, formalized in

mathematical formulae, simulators implement models with computer codes, and finally the

simulated results need to be compared to relevant experimental data to determine numeric

parameter values and to demonstrate suitability for purpose. A good physical model can be used

to provide helpful insight to a process still in research or in the early stage of development.

During later stages, a well-calibrated simulator can be used for optimization, sensitivity analysis,

and process diagnosis.

There are many academic (SAMPLE, SPLAT, TEMPEST, STORM, [2]) and commercial

(PROLITH [3], SOLID-C [4], etc.) Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) tools that

simulate the entire lithography process and use efficient numerical models. However, as more

new resist types and processes are developed for lithography, improvements are needed in resist

modeling of during exposure, bake, and develop [5]. In this thesis, we propose new static models

that incorporate the quencher effect, and a physically based dynamic model for the Post Exposure

Bake (PEB) step.

Parameter extraction and simulator calibration are essential simulation steps. Only after

we have accurately calibrated the simulator can we fully utilize all the fab data and effectively

combine the modeling, analysis and optimization tools to dramatically cut the development and



production costs. Adaptive SimulatedAnnealing (ASA) is extensively used in this work in order

to calibrate the models we propose.

1.2 Thesis Organization

This thesis begins with an overview of chemically amplified DUV resist chemistry and

the respective models. We then propose two new models that include the quenching effect, the

reduced effective dose, and the quencher reaction. We also derive the dynamic model for

Deprotection Induced Thickness Loss (DHL) from the physical mechanism of resist bake. In

chapter 3, the dynamic DITL model is discretized using the finite difference method, and a

moving boundary method is used to solve the numerical problem. Chapter 4 discusses the ASA

optimization engine for parameter extraction, as well as the practical problems of thin film

thickness extraction encountered in the experiment. Chapter 5 begins with a formal description

of the parameter extraction framework, and addresses some practical issues about the

experimental setup. Chapter 5 alsodescribes howstatic model resist parameters are extracted and

introduced into the dynamic model parameter extraction framework to help reduce the problem

dimension. Chapter 5 ends with dynamic model validation and parameter extraction. Finally,

conclusions of this work are presented in chapter 6.



Chapter 2 Modeling Chemically Amplified

Photoresist Behavior for DUV Lithography

2.1 Introduction

Chemically Amplified Resist (CAR) is the workhorse for pattern transfer in the DUV

lithography generation. Ito and Wilson first proposed the use of an aryl onium salt [15], and

triphenylsulfonium salts have been studied extensively as PAGs. In CARs, a strong acid is

formed during the exposure process, and it works as a catalyst for a chemical reaction that de

blocks the polymer resin (for positive resist) during FEB. This makes the exposure kinetics quite

different from that of the I-line resists used in the past.

Much work has been done in describing the physical and chemical processes that occur

during PEB, especially in studying the acid transport mechanism. The diffiisivity behavior has

been described as constant [16], linear and exponential concentration dependent [6] [18] [17].

Zuniga and Neureuther found that simple Fickean model does not adequately describe line width

growth versus PEB time and they were able to fit the line width growth versus PEB time data

with a case II type reaction driven diffusion model assuming the exponential dependent on the

deprotection site concentration. But all of these models have been shown to be inadequate to

capture some phenomena recently observed in DUV lithography, such as Deprotection Induced

Thickness Loss (DITL) and dynamic quenching reaction effect. Recently models that include

these effects have been proposed and compared with experimental data [11] [10] [12]. They have

offered useful insight to understanding the PEB reaction mechanisms and to explaining some

recent experimental results [10] [13].

In this chapter we begin with a discussion of the basic resist chemistry and the overall

mechanism for positive chemically amplified photoresist. Next, we discuss the reaction

mechanism of the quencher with the acid and include it in a modified static model. Finally, we

propose a physically based dynamic model to predict DITL during the PEB step.
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2.2 Basic Mechanism for Chemically Amplified Positive DUV

Photoresist

Chemically amplified positive photoresists are typically composed of a Photo Acid

Generator (PAG), a polymer resin soluble in an aqueous base developer, a protecting t-BOC

group which reactswith the resin and forms side chains to slow down its solubility, and possibly

some dyes and additives along with the casting solvent.

During the exposure process the photon energy makes the PAG decompose and generate

acid ions. A common PAG reaction is shown below [17] [18]:

Ph

hv

Ph S^CFjCOO- CF3COOH + others

Ph

Figure 2.1. PAG decomposition during exposure (Ph represents benzyl.)

The generated acid ions attack the side chains (t-BOC) of the polymer (deprotection) and

generate more acid during the PEB step, as shown in Figure 2.2. Thus the acid concentration is

amplified during PEB, and the resin without side chains can then be dissolved in the aqueous base

developer. There is another byproduct, CH2C(CH3)2, created during this reaction. It is volatile

and will evaporate, causing film shrinkage in exposed areas. The amount of shrinkage depends

on the molecular weight of the blocking groups.

OH

\

o

, heat
c = o + hT —•

\ ^ /
C = 0 + H' +CH2 = C
I \

OH

C(CH3)3
OH

Figure 2.2. Deprotection during PEB.
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After the PEB step, the developer is applied to resolve the deprotected resist, and transfer

the pattern on the mask to the resist on the wafer.

2.3 Conventional Models for Exposure, Bake and Development

2.3.1 Exposure Model

The exposure process in chemically amplified resists has been modeled by Byes et al [18].

The applied dose is first converted into an effective dose, which is coupled into the resist as a

function of depth. This depth dependence of the exposure dose uses a simplified form of the full

wave equation, as shown in Eq. 2.1,

(2.1)Dose(z) =Ds e -2|7|e cos(—^^+<po)
V X,

where Dj is the applied dose in mJ/cm^, corrected by the reflectivity at the air-resist interface, a

is the absorption coefficient of the resist film in nm'', d is the film thickness in nm, n is the real

part of the refractive index, X is the exposure wavelength in nm, 7 is the complex reflectivity

coefficient of the resist/underlayer interface, 99 the phase shift due to the complex reflectivity

coefficient 7, and z is the distance from the resist/underlayer interface in the resist in nm. This

dose is averaged from 0 to d to get the effective dose coupled into the resist.

1Dose =—jDose(z)dz (2.2)

This effective dose is converted into the acid concentration just after the exposure process as

follows,

[Acid] =[PAG]o(l-e"'̂ '̂ °'®) (2.3)

where [Acid] is the acid concentration right after exposure, [PAG]o is the initial PAG

concentration, C is the photoacid formation coefficient, and Dose is the average dose given by
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(2.2). Both [Acid] and [PAG]o are in units of nm"^. We normalize the acid concentration to

[PAGJo and express itas u = [Acid]/[PAG]o in later sections ofthis work.

Deprotection \6. Dose at Different PEB Temperature

S 0.5

X 110C

+ 120 C

+ 135 C

O 140 C

*****

xx„x

o +a
-H-

-H-

+ ++

".X. X*""""" «
xxxx

xM*** 5
.X*

XX
x*x

2 3 4 5 6

Exposure Dose (mJ/cm2)

Figure 2.3. Deprotection vs. dose at variousPEB temperatures.

2.3.2 PEB Model

During the PEB process, the t-BOC blocked polymer undergoes acidolysis to generate

the soluble hydroxyl group in the presence of acid and heat [7]. In the conventional PEB model,

the deprotection is calculated as follows.

m = Exp -kamp

^ -k t ^I g loss ^

^loss
U (2.4)

where m is the normalized concentration of unreacted blocking sites, kgmp is the acid

amplification factor, and kioss is the acid loss factor. Both kamp and kioss are in units of sec*', and

follow an Arrhenius behavior:



kamp =AampXExp

^loss ~ ^loss ^

^ E ^^amp

RT

^loss
RT ,

where R(=1.99 cal-mor'-K*') istheuniversal gas constant, and T isthe temperature in Kelvin.

The models introduced above, however, do not account for the initial delay in the

ramping up of the deprotection vs. dose curve (Figure 2.3) at different temperatures. We attribute

this to the effect of the quencher designed into the resist or absorbed from the environment. In

section 2.4, we propose two models to account for this effect.

2.3.3 Development model

We can use the standard Mack model [19] to model the development process.

R(m) —Rmax Z 71 ^ ^fnin (2-7)
a+(l-m)"®

a=ik±i(l_„,jn, (2.8)
n,-!

where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and the minimum development rates, respectively, in

nm/sec, mth is the value of m at the inflection point of the function, called the threshold PAC

concentration, and ns is the dissolution selectivity parameter, which is determined by the resist

dissolution reaction.

2.4 Static Models for Deprotection Considering the Quenching effect

2.4.1 Reduced Effective Dose Model

From Figure 2.3, we can see that the amount of deprotection starts ramping up after a

certain dose. This motivates us to model the effect of the quencher as a fixed amount of effective

quenching dose, and the effective dose that generates the acid in Eq. 2.3 as the difference of the

(2.5)

(2.6)
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dosecoupled into the resist andthiseffective quenching dose. So theacid generation model (2.3)

is changed as follows:

[Acid] =[PAG]o(l-e'*^°'"'®"')=[PAG]o^l-e"'̂ '̂ °°'®''̂ °''®''̂ j (2.9)

The relative quencher concentration can then be calculated as:

Q = (2.10)

where Doseefr is the effective dose corrected by the quenching effect, and DosCq is the effective

quenching dose.

This model describes quenching as a two-step process: the initial quenching reaction step,

in which all the acid generated by exposure is immediately neutralized by the basic quencher, and

the actual acid generation step, in which the acid generated will be amplified and deprotect the

resin during PEB. The resulting equations are easy to solve, and can fit the deprotection curve

very well for the second step, as can be seen in Chapter 5. However, they cannot explain the

initial slow ramping in Figure 2.3. The model introduced in the next section accommodates this

initial step.

2.4.2 Quencher Reaction Model

In reality, the quenching continues all through the PEB process, and the acid is

neutralized by the quencher, as shown below:

Acid + Q H2O

The acid and the quencher concentrations during this process are described by the following

differential equation,

|-[Acid],=-k„[Add],[Q], (2.11)
at

where ko is the neutralization reaction coefficient modeled by an Arrhenius temperature relation.

k„=A„xExpf-|̂ j, (2.12)

-8-



[Acid]t and [Q], are the acid and quencher concentrations, respectively, in nm'̂ at time t. During

this process, the difference between the acid and quencher concentrations remains constant:

[AcidJt -[Qlt = [Acid]o -[Q]o> (2.13)

where [Acidjo and [Q]o are the initial acid and quencher concentrations before PEB. Solving

equations (2.11) and (2.13), we get the acid concentration as a function of the PEB time:

[Acid], — -[Q]o (2.14)
1 ([Acidlo - [Q]o »[Acidjo

During PEB, the amount of deprotection is modeled by the following expression,

^[M], =-kan,p[Acid],[M], (2.15)

where [M], is the concentration of protected sites at time t, and kamp is modeled by Eq. (2.5).

Substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq. (2.15), and solving for [M],, we obtain the normalized protected

site concentration m:

n. -m =

[M]o

[Acidjo Exp(ko ([Acid]o - [Qjp»- [Qjp
[Acidjp -[Qjo

"•amp

k„
(2.16)

This equation differs from previously reported models, such as Eq. (2.4), in that it models

the quenching process all through the PEB step, accommodating both the initial deprotection

delay and the later ramping up in Figure 2.3, as can be seen in Chapter 5.

2.5 Dynamic model for Deprotection Induced Thickness Loss

2.5.1 PEB Mechanism and Physical Model

One of the assumptions in previous PEB models is that the resist volume remains

constant, and that the acid concentration changes only due to chemical reactions and diffusion.

However, it is well known that there is a certain amount of volume shrinkage (e.g., about 5% for

Shipley's UV5) for chemically amplified resist. This volume shrinkage changes the acid



concentration, and affectsthe acid diffusion and deprotection. We propose the following physical

model to describe the chemical reaction and diffusion dynamics.

During the exposure step, the photo-acid generators produce acid upon interaction with

photons. The initial acid concentration can be calculated from the light intensity distribution

within the resist. During the PEB step, the resist is baked to high temperature, resulting in

deprotection reaction and chemical diffusion. Figure 2.4 illustrates the initial, deprotection and

diffusion steps in threeconsecutive volume elements (acid lossmechanism is not illustrated).

With sufficient energy, the acid molecules attack the polymer side-chains at a certain

reaction rate (k2), which follows an Arrhenius behavior with temperature, generating a volatile

group, and causing deprotection. There is also an acid loss mechanism due to neutralization with

parasitic base at a rateof kioss (here we use a simplified assumption that the base concentration is

constant). This process is illustrated in figure 2.2 and in the middle of figure 2.4, and can be

modeled by the following expressions:

.OoO
• • •o; °.o

-

K

K

>^oc§o, r
0 (^t

I

i

^OocQo

0°o 0 Op y!^
O&^o

acid © Odeprotection (W) volatile group I ] hole (free volume)

Figure 2.4. Deprotection and diffusion during PEB.
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•|-v =k2U(l-v) (2.17)
at

^(u(o)=-k|ossU(o (2.18)

—(wQ)) =kik2u(l-v)q) (2.19)
at

In the above three equations, co = (o(z,t) is the size of volume element, v is the portion of

deprotection ranging from 0 to 1, u and w are acid and volatile group concentrations normalized

to the initial PAG concentration [PAG]o, respectively, ki is a constant used to convert the

percentage deprotection to volatile group concentration. Because the size of the volume element

is not constant during this process, we cannot take od out of the time derivative and cancel it with

the (0 on the right-hand side.

Meanwhile, the acid and the volatile group molecules diffuse through the resist with

diffusivity Du and D^, respectively. The acid diffusivity D,, is typically modeled as an

exponential function of free volume [9] with a pre-exponent term Duo. When a volatile molecule

diffuses, it leaves a void, or free volume, behind, and fills up another void in its new position, as

illustrated in the right figure in figure 2.4 and modeled by the following equations;

—(u©) = V«(DuVu)a) (2.20)
dt

Du = DuoExp(ah) (2.21)

a

—(w©) =V• (Dw Vw)co (2.22)
dt

ps

—(h©) =-V*(DwVw)a) (2.23)
dt

where h is the free volume concentration normalized to the initial PAG concentration [PAG]o,

and the derivatives in the gradients and divergences on the right-hand side of the equations above

11



are with respect to the coordinate system fixed on the resist. As the resist shrinks during PEB,

this coordinate system moves relative to the lab coordinate system.

Once generated, the free volume also collapses with a rate of ka. It is this polymer

relaxation process that causes the resist volume shrinkage during FEE, as described by the

following equations:

—(hco) = (-k3hco) (2.24)
5t

—© = -k4k3h© (2.25)
dt

where k4 is a constant used to convert the number of collapsed voids to volume shrinkage.

In reality, all of the three mechanisms exist simultaneously, so by combining the

corresponding equations in (2.16) through (2.24), we obtain the following set of equations to

model the whole PEE process:

a

—v = k2u(l-v) (2.26)
dt

a

—(u©) =-k iqss u© +V• (DyVu)© (2.27)
dt

Du =DuoExp(ah) (2.28)

a

—(w©) =kik2u(l - v)© +V• (D^Vw)© (2.29)
dt

—(h©) = -V*(DvvVw)©-k3h© (2.30)
dt

—© = -k4k3h© (2.31)
dt

Since the volume element © on the left-hand sides of the equations varies with time, we

cannot move it out of the time derivatives and cancel with the © on the right-hand sides. Thus

-12-



the volume shrinkage also affects the variation of the chemical (e.g., u, w, h) concentration in

addition to diffusion and loss mechanisms. Consider a special case where the acid diffusion and

loss terms are equal to zero, then equation (2.26) becomes

—(urn) =0, i.e., u© =constant.
dt

For example, if the volume shrinks by 50%, then the acid concentration doubles.

2.5.2 Initial and Boundaty Conditions

The initial acid concentration can be obtained from the exposure dose distribution within

the resist and photo-chemical reaction by equations (2.1) and (2.3). Again, we neglect the

quenching effect, and repeat these equations below:

Dose(z) =Ds e ^^-i-|rpe "^*^"^^^-21710 cos(^^^-i-(po) (2.32)
V ^

u(x,y,z)|̂ ^Q =l-e CDose(z) ^2.33)

At the beginning of PEB there are no deprotection and no volatile group molecules, but there

should be a certain amount of initial free volume h [20]:

v{x,y,z)|j^O =0 (2-34)

w(x,y,z)|j^Q =0 (2.35)

h(x,y,z)|,^g =ho (2.36)

The boundary condition depends on the lithography process condition. For instance,

assuming that there is no base contamination through the top surface, and no resist poisoning at

the bottom, (i.e., there is no acid loss at the top and bottom boundary), we can write the acid

boundary conditions as:

^u(x,y,zi =0 (2.37)
3z lz=o

-13-



' " " (2.38)
Iz=d

«{x.y.z|
lz=d

where x and y are directions parallel to the wafer surface, and z is the direction perpendicular to

the surface and pointing upwards. These equations can also be modified to model T-topping and

footingcases. Sincethe volatile groupcan diffuseveryquickly through the top surface,we set its

concentration there to be zero, and we assume that there is no loss of volatile group molecules at

the resist bottom surface. So the boundary conditions are:

w(x,y,z)|̂ ^^ =0 (2.39)

^w(x,y,zi =0 (2.40)
^ 17=0

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed both static and dynamic physical models for DITL in

CARs. These models will be validated using experimental data, and be used to extract the model

parameters in Chapter 5. In the next chapter, we will implement the dynamic model using

moving-boundary finite difference method in the one-dimensional case.

-14



Chapter 3 Numerical Implementation of DITL Model

with Moving-Boundary Finite Difference Method

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we proposed a physically based dynamic model for DITL, based on a set of

differential equations. In this chapter we first discretize the differential equations in one

dimension perpendicular to the wafer surface, and employ a finite difference method to solve

them. As the volume shrinks, the top boundary defined by the resist top surface, moves down. A

moving boundary method is used in section 3.3 to accommodate this effect.

3.2 Finite Difference Formulation

We first implement our physically based dynamic model for DITL under flood exposure

conditions, so we rewrite equations 2.25 through 2.30 in one dimension as follows:

—v = k2u(l-v)

-^(uo>)=-k|ossuco +̂
ot dz

ahDu. = Duoe

Du^u
dz

CO

d d f d \—(wco) =kik2u(l - v)to +—( D„ —w Ito

—(hco) =-—^
a dz

co-k3hco

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

15



—CO = -k4k3h(o
dt

(3.6)

where z is the direction perpendicular to the wafer surface pointing upward, u, h and w are the

concentration of acid, free volume and volatile group, respectively, normalized to the PAG

length-concentration in number per unit length, and co is the length element in the z direction.

Next we set the resist cross section and PEB time period as the simulation domain, all the

variables such as u, v, w, and h are uniformly distributed in the x and y dimension, and they are

functions of only z and PEBtime t. We dividethe z axis and the time into manydiscrete steps of

the same size, and use the forward difference technique (explicit method) [21] in order to

approximate the spaceand time derivatives of variableu numerically:

d 1—u(z, t)= (u(z +Az, t)- u(z - Az, t))
dz 2Az

u(z,t)= —
dz' Az

^ d f 1
dz

z + —Az, t
2

u

dz
z — Az,t

2

= (u(z +Az, t)- 2u(z, t)+u(z- Az, t))
{Azf

Aufz
a ^ ^ At

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

where Az and At are the sizes of space step and time step, respectively. The space and time

derivatives of variables w, h, v, © (if applicable) can be discretized in the same way. Substituting

them into equations 3.1 through 3.6, expanding the left-hand side of equations 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5,

d
and replacing —© with equation 3.6, we can represent the values of variables u, v, w, h, © at

dt

position z and time step t+At as follows:

v(z, t -H At) =v(z, t)+At[k 2u(z, tXl - v(z, t))] (3.10)
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u(z, t+At) =u(z, t)+At[- k|̂ u(z, t)+ k,k3h(z, t)u(z, t)

+a•D„oExp(ah(z, t)) •̂ (h(z +Az, t)- h(z- Az, t))
zAz

• (u(z +Az, t)- u(z - Az, t))
2Az

+D„oExp(ah(z, t))• (u(z +Az, t)- 2u(z, t)+u(z - Az, t))
(Azj

w(z,t +At)= w(z,t)+ At[k,k2u(z,tXl - v(z,t))+k4k3h{z,t)w(z,t)

+D^ (w(z +Az, t)- 2w(z, t)+w(z - Az, t))
(Az)

h(z, t+At) = h(z, t)+At[- k3h(z, t)+k4k3h(z, t)h(z, t)

- (w(z +Az, t)- 2w(z, t)+w(z - Az, t))
(Az)-

CC)(z,t +At) =co(z,t)+ At[- k4k3h(z,t)co(z,t)]

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

Starting from the initial and boundary conditions in section 2.5.2, as time progresses, we

can calculate the values of variables during the entire PEB period.

The variable diffusion coefficient D makes this problem quite non-linear. To test the

convergence of the program, we use the values of the parameters obtained in Chapter 5 (as listed

in Table 5.5), and calculate the thickness loss for various space and space steps, as shown in

Figure 3.1. Here we divide the space domain (resist thickness, which is 650 nm) into 50 to 600

steps, and use time steps of 3.0ms, 3.6ms, 4.5ms, 6.0ms, 9.0ms and 18.0ms. The curves for all

the time steps converge asymptotically to 32.8 nm as the number of grids increases, except for the

one simulated using 18ms time step, which is due to the stability criterion required when

numerically solving diffusion problems using Forward Time Centered Space (FTCS) method [21].

For the basic diffusion equation derived from Fick's second law:

dt dz\ 5z J
(3.15)

the criterion for stability is given by [21]
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2DAt

(Ax)^
<1 (3.16)

However, there is no general rule of thumb to determine the stability of iteration when

numerically implementing equations 3.10 through 3.14 using the FTCS method, we can only

approximately use criterion (3.16) to have an idea about the situation. When time step is 18ms

and the number of grids approaches 600 (i.e., the grid size is about Inm), the left hand side of the

inequality (3.16) is very close to 1, so the system is unstable and the curve does not converge as

the number ofgrids increase.

35
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number of grids
400

dt= 18 ms

dt = 9ms

dt = 6 ms

dt = 4.5 ms

dt = 3.6 ms

dt = 3 ms

500 600

Figure 3.1 Convergence test results for various time steps

During the process of parameter extraction using adaptive simulated annealing, thousands

of runs are needed, so we choose the size of time and space steps so that the simulation is stable

and accurate enough. In this work, we use 200 space steps for total resist thickness of 650 nm

and 5000 time steps for PEB time of 90 seconds. From Figure 3.1, we can see that this would

induce about 0.5 nm error for the thickness loss, but this is good enough comparing to the

experimental error (about 1.0 nm).
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3.3 Moving Boundary Setup

We can see from equation 3.14 that the space domain step size Az, which is represented

by 00, shrinks after one time step. The grid sizes in space domain would become smaller and

smaller, and the sizes of different steps would be quite different after a few time steps due to the

non-uniform shrinkage. This invalidates our assumption of equal step size in space domain when

we discretize the space derivatives in equations 3.7 and 3.8. So we need to adjust the space step

to its original size after each time step.

As shown in Figure 3.2, at the beginning oftime j (time = t), the distribution of a variable

4 (such as u, V, w, h, etc.) along z axis is plotted in solid curve ^(t). At the end of step J

(time=t+At), due to chemical reaction, diffusion and volume shrinkage, not only the concentration

at different z position changes, but also the whole curve shrinks along the z direction, as shown

below. The concentrations of corresponding points at time t and time t+At are linked with dashed

arrows.

0 Az

t(lH-At)^

2Az 3Az 4Az 5Az 6Az

Figure 3.2. Space step size adjustment after each time step.

7Az Z
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Therefore, at the end of step j, we obtain the concentration of variable ^ at positions

marked by the dots on the dashed curve in Figure 3.1. Before starting the next time step, we

interpolate using cubic splines [21] to get the concentration of variable ^ at position kAz, (k=l,

2, ...). So the space steps are redefined at equal distances, except for the last step at the top

surface of the resist, where only a fraction of Az is left. A minor modification to equations 3.7

and 3.8 is needed to accommodate the unequal space step size. Furthermore, after a few time

steps,the total amount of shrinkage in the z direction may be morethan kAz (k=l, 2,...), then the

number of space steps will be N-k after adjustment, where N is the number of steps at the

beginning ofsimulation. In this case, only theseN-k stepsare considered in the next iteration.

The method used above is called fixed finite-difference grid front-tracking method [37].

It is easy to extend this method to solve a two-dimensional moving boundary problem (Figure

3.3). As the iteration proceeds, at the end of each time step, we equalize the grid size, so that the

Exposed area

Unexposed area

Exposed area

Figure 3.3 Two-dimensional fixed grid size method.

>

X
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grid lines are still parallel to the coordinate axes. During this process the moving boundary is

tracked by recording the sizes and indices of the top most grids along each vertical grid line.

Instead of equalizing the space step size at the end of each time step, we can also keep

track of the grid sizes at different positions through out the simulation, and make some

modifications to equations 3.7 and 3.8 when discretizing the derivatives. While this method

works fine in the one-dimensional case, (maybe even easier than our previous method,) and it has

been successfully implemented to solving moving-boundary problems using the finite element

method [8], it is difficult to use with the finite difference method. As shown in Figure 3.4, after a

Unexposed area

Exposed area
Exposed area

Figure 3.4. Grid-size tracking method for 2D moving-boundary
problem.

few time steps, the grid lines in the x direction would no longer be parallel to the x axis due to

non-uniform shrinkage. Therefore the discretizaion of space derivatives would no longer be as

simple as before.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we discretized the dynamic physical model for DITL using the finite

difference method, then compared two methods for solving the moving-boundary problem. In the
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next chapter, we will discuss the global optimization method. Adaptive Simulated Annealing

(ASA), that will be used to extract the model parameters. Some practical issues about multilayer

thin film thickness extraction will also be discussed.
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Chapter 4 Adaptive Simulated Annealing and

Multilayer Thin Film Thickness Extraction

4.1 Introduction

In chapters 2 and 3, resist models are proposed and implemented numerically to predict

volume shrinkage and other process results given resist parameters. But in many cases, we need

to solve the reverse problem, i.e., given the process metrology data, how can we extract the resist

parameters? Since most of the models have either complicated solutions with no closed form

reverse function, or no analytical solutions at all, some optimization technique must be employed

to solve this non-linear multi-dimensional problem. Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) is

used for this problem, and is discussed in section 4.2.

In the experiment we do to validate our models and extract resist parameters, we need to

measure the film thickness as it shrinks during PEE. For some resists, their refractive indices also

change during this process, necessitating simultaneous extraction of both the thickness and the

index. In section 4.3, we formulate the multilayer reflection problem, and use ASA for thickness

and index extraction.

4.2 Adaptive Simulated Annealing

4.2.1 Global Minimization Problem

After developing the physical model, the resist parameter extraction problem can be

viewed as a constrained minimization problem. Assumingthat the model is correct, given a set of

inputs, we need to minimize the deviation between the simulator output and the actual process

output by tuning the model parameters. This can be formallyspecifiedas follows;

Define input vector x and parameter vector p as
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'xr ^pr
X2 P2

X = P =

B

Given a multivariate function f{x;p), the parameter constraint Cp g R", a set of x, and its

corresponding output fo, our goal is to solve the constrained minimization problem:

Min(j| f(x;p)-fo|hpeCp), where g(x;p)s|| f(x;p)-fo|| is the objective function.

As we have seen in previous chapters, the relation between the resist thickness loss

during PEB and the resist and process parameters is modeled bya setof differential equations. It

is likely that the objective function is multimodal, so a global minimization technique is needed

to prevent the process from being trapped in local minima.

4.2.2 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a global optimization technique based on physical intuition about

the physical annealing process. It was first used by Metropolis [22] as a Monte Carlo

importance-sampling technique for doing large-dimensional path integrals arising in statistical

physics problems. It was generalized by Kirkpatrick [23] to include a temperature schedule for

efficient searching, and used in a varietyof problems by other researchers [24] [25].

Simulated annealing uses three functional relationships [17]:

1. Tk: Schedule of "annealing", i.e., the "temperature" T at annealing-time step k.

2. g(p, Tk): Probability density of D-dimensional variable p.

3. h(AE, Tk): Probability for acceptance of new state based on the previous state.

At each step during the annealing process, the "temperature" Tk is updated according to

the annealing schedule. Next, a point p;^ is sampled based on the probability density g(p, Tk),

and the objective function (energy) is calculated and compared to that of the previous step to get

AE = -Eaccept' where Eaccept the energy ofthe last accepted state. Then the new state

is either accepted or rejected with a probability h(AE, Tk).
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In order to guarantee that the algorithm can statistically find a global minimum, the

process should have the ergodicity property, i.e., any point p e Cp can be sampled infinitely

often in infinite annealing-steps. If the probability that p is sampled at step k is gk, then it

suffices to prove that the overall probability of not sampling point p for the annealing steps

successive to ko is zero [26]:

00

n(i-gk)=o (4.1)
k=ko

This is satisfied if:

00

k=ko

Depending on different choices ofTk, g(p, Tk) and h(AE, Tk), there are various simulated

annealing algorithms, such as Fast Annealing (FA) [27], Adaptive Simulated annealing (ASA)

[28], Parallel Annealing (PA) [29], etc. As long as equation (4.2) is satisfied, the algorithm will

find the global minimum statistically. We first discuss the ""standard" Boltzmann Annealing.

The functional relationships are chosen as follows in the ""standard" Boltzmann

Annealing:

<">

g(Ap,Tk)= (27:T^)" '̂2 exp(-|Ap||/(2Tk)) (4.4)

h(AE,Tic)=-
^ =exp(AE/T|j) AE>0

l4exp(AE/Tk)- (4.5)

where To is a temperature value ""large enough", D is the dimension of the parameter space, and

Ap = pj^ - Paccept» which is the change from the last accepted state. Equation (4.5) is

essentially the Boltzmann distribution contributing to the statistical mechanical partition function
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of a multi-energy system, and equation (4.4) is chosen based on functional forms derived for

some physical systems belonging to the class of Gaussian-Markovian systems. Given these

functional relations, it has beenproventhat equation (4.2) is satisfied [30].

4.2.3 Adaptive Simulated Annealing

In a varietyof practical problems someof the parameters can only span finite ranges, and

there is no reason to let all the parameters "cool down" at the same rate, becausethe cost function

may have differentsensitivities to different parameters. Furthermore, the annealing schedulemay

be too slow, requiring too manyruns for the optimization process to converge. ASA is one of the

variations recently developed to accommodate these considerations.

In ASA, different parameters employ different cooling schedules to generate new state.

The cooling schedule for parameter pj is:

T^=Tiexpf-c'(si |̂'°j (4.6)
where To' is the initial temperature for parameter p„ Sk' is the number of generations for pi up to

step k, c' is the coolingscaling factor for T', and D is the parameter dimensionality . c' can be set

according to the sensitivity ofthe i''' parameter. Given T^ and the finite range pj

the value ofthe i*'' parameter at time kis calculated from the last accepted state pj (kaccept)*

Pi (k) —Pi (kaccept )"^ Vi i~Aj) (4.7)

where yj € [— l,l], and its probability density function is:

gi(yi.T')=-r-;—TTT—7~n2|yi| +T'Jln(l +l/T'j

yi can be generated from a uniformly distributed random number Uj € [0,l] with the following
formula:

yj =sgn(ui -0.5) T' [(l +l/rf-1] (4.9)
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where the sign function sgn( ) is defined as

5gn(x) =
1 x>0

0 x = 0

-1 x<0

If the generated pi falls outside ofthe range [Ai, Bj], it is regenerated until it is within the range.

There is also a cooling schedule for cost, which is used to determine acceptance or

rejection for the new state according to its cost:

^k,cost ~To,cost ®'̂ p(~^cost^cost ) (4.10)

where To,cost is the initial cost temperature, kcost is the number of acceptance, and Ccost is the

cooling scaling factor for the acceptance function. Given Tcost, the probability function for

acceptance of the new state is calculated as follows:

h(AE,Teos,(k)) =
' =exp(AE/Tcos,) AE>0

l +exp(AE/Tcost) (''•")

From equations (4.6) through (4.H), we can see that the temperature cools down much

faster than the "standard'" Boltzmann annealing, and the algorithm can be adapted with different

sensitivities for different parameters by adjusting the cooling scaling factor Cj.

4.3 Multilayer Thin Film Thickness Extraction

4.3.1 Multilayer Thin Film Reflection Formulation

In the experiment we do to validate our models and extract resist parameters, we use a

broadband reflectometer to measure thin film thickness. The process can be modeled as a vertical

incidence multilayer thin film reflection problem.

We start from the Fresnel reflection and transmission equations for perpendicular

incidence.. As shown in Figure 4.1, a plane electromagnetic wave is perpendicularly incident

upon the interface between two media, whose complex refractive indices are fj] and r|2 ,
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respectively, (rji = nj-jki, j = ). In order to differentiate the incident and reflective

light, in Figure 4.1 we draw the light beam in a slightly tilted angle. The same convention holds

for other figures in this chapter. Then the electrical field reflection coefficient 7 and the

1 1 / ^

^12

1 ^

Figure 4.1. Incidence of plane electromagnetic wave upon two media interface.

transmission coefficient t are:

Tl2+Til
(4.12)

T =
2fii

^2+^1
(4.13)

Next, we derive the reflection from a single thin film layer. As shown in Figure 4.2,

when light is incident upon the thin film, it not only reflects up from the top interface, but also

bounces up and down within the film by the two interfaces, and partially transmits through each

time it reflects at the interfaces. The overall reflection r is the summation of the reflections ,

q, ^which are given recursively below:
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~ _Tl2-Tll
^ ~ ~

Tl2+^1

2t[i

^11+^12

-j27t
il2-2d

>•0

ill +112

^0 .y, i =2, 3,
Til+1)2

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

where d is the thin film thickness, Ao is the light wavelength in vacuum, and y is the reflection at

the lower interface. So the total reflection coefficient 7 can be calculated from the sum of the

Figure 4.2. Reflection of plane electromagnetic wave from a single layer of thin film.
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infinite series:

00

~ 112-111 , 2Tii 21)2

ito 12+111 11+12 11+12 }2n ^2 •2d
^2-Tll Xo

(4.17)

7 +e

112+111

We can write the reflection from the single layer film as a function

r= 7(111,112.d.T,2.o) (4.18)

In the case of multilayer thin film, given the thickness di, d2, dk, and the refractive

indices of each layer rj], rj2, tji, tjo for substrate, and rji^+i for incident medium, we can

derive the reflection recursively from bottom to top, as shown by the pseudo-code in Figure 4.3.

The final reflection from the multilayer system can be written as:

1= r(iiO'1l.--.1k'1k+i;di,d2,---,dk;Xo)

and the intensity reflectivity is

R =lrP

Begin

End

Y lo-n
iio+ii

for i=l to k

next i

r = 7

7 =7(Tji+i,rji,di,7,X.o) according to equation (4.18)

Figure 4.3. Pseudo-code for multilayer thin film reflection.

(4.19)

(4.20)
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4.3.2 Multilayer Thin Film Thickness Extraction Using ASA

As we can see from equations (4.19) and (4.20), given a multilayer thin film system, the

reflectance is a function ofwavelength Xo. So, ifwe can measure the intensity ofthe reflection at

multiple wavelengths, the number of measurements is more than the number of unknowns, and

these equations are linearly independent, we can solve the unknown system parameters. This is

the basic principle of reflectometry.

The index rj = n - jk is a function of light wavelength X, but we can model the

dispersion behavior using some dispersion formulae with a few parameters over a certain

wavelength range. The Cauchy model we use consists of two simple empirical equations in the

following form:

n(^)=Ac (4.15)

/X Dc Ec Fc
(4.16)

Although many physically sensible models have been developed [31] [32] [33] [34], they

are complicated and do not show significant advantage over Cauchy model at the wavelength

range we use (500 nm ~ 800 nm).

In the experiment we do to validate our DITL model, we use the Inspector 800

reflectometer provided by SC Technologies. Although the SC system can collect and analyze

data at a very high speed ( as many as 10 measurements per second ), the reflective indices of the

multilayer
thin film

system

fc-

measured

reflectivity
spectrum

p

resist

thickness &

indices

simulated

reflectivity
spectrum

Figure 4.4. Resist index and thickness extraction framework.
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film stack must be provided first. However, for some of the resists we test, the indices keep

changing during the PEB process, which necessitates simultaneous extraction of thickness and

index. We use ASA [35] as optimization engine to do the extraction, as shown in Figure 4.4.

First, the reflected spectrum is measured using the SC reflectometer, then during the extraction

process, a set of resist thickness and Cauchy coefficients are generated by ASA, and used to

calculate the reflectivity. It is compared with the experiment spectrum, and the new set of

parameters is accepted or rejected depending on ASA. The iteration proceeds until the cost is

"small enough"'.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the algorithm of the optimization engine, ASA, that we used

for parameter extraction, and solved the multilayer thin film thickness extraction problem. In the

next chapter, we will present the experimental data and parameter extraction results for both static

and dynamic models.

' When we say the error is"small enough" in this thesis, we use two criteria. One isthe Root-Mean-Square
(RMS) of the error, i.e., when the RMS is smaller than the measurement noise, we say the error is "small
enough". The other is R-Square. When the R-Square correlation between the simulation and the data is
larger than 0.95, we say that the error is "small enough".
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Chapter 5 Experimental Setup and

Parameter Extraction Results

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we show and discuss experimental results. First, we propose a parameter

extraction framework, and then discuss some practical experimental issues. Next we extract

some resist parameters using the static process models. Finally, additional resist parameters are

extracted with the dynamic DITL model, where parameter values extracted with the static models

are used to reduce the problem dimensionality.

5.2 Parameter Extraction Framework

As discussed in chapter 2, most of the resist models (both static and dynamic) present

multidimensional, nonlinear problems, which can be written in the form:

f =f(x;p) (5.1)

where x is the process input vector, and p is the model parameter vector. For example, for the

quencher reaction model equation (2.15), X—[t,[Acidjg] ,p—[kQj, [q]q ,k^mp . Adaptive
Simulated Annealing [26] is extensively used in solving these problems to extract model

parameters p by minimizing the deviation between the model and the process output.

The general parameter extraction framework is shown in Figure 5.1. First experiment is

designed and output data fo is collected for an input vector x. Then during the optimization

process, at each step k, a model parameter vector Pi^ is generated by the ASA engine, fed into

the function f(x;p]^) together with x, and the simulation output fk is calculated. Based on the

deviation between fk and fo as well as the ASA acceptance rule, the parameter vector Pk is

accepted or rejected. The iteration continues until the cost is small enough.
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Input vector x Experiment Experiment output fo

Parameter vector pj^ ASA Engine

Simulator Simulator output fk

Figure 5.1. General parameterextractionframework.

5.3 Experiment Setup

5.3.1 Experiment Design

We did an experiment on Shipley's UV5 and Ciariant's AZ2549 resists to validate our

models proposed in chapter 2, and extract model parameters. The experiment on UV5 was done

by Nickhil Jakatdar and co-workers at Advanced Micro Devices during the summer of 1997.

After PEB, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was employed to measure the

photoacid-induced deprotection of the resist, and an ellipsometer was used to measure

deprotection induced thickness loss. Then a poorman's DRM experiment was done to quantify

dissolution rate.

The experiment on AZ2549 was done by the author together with Nickhil Jakatdar, Steve

Hu and John Lin in the Berkeley MicroLab in the winter of 1998. Designed experiments were

done to collect as much data as possible to validate both the static process model and the dynamic

DITL model using the same set of wafers.

The resist was first spun on the wafer and softbaked at 120 °C for 90 seconds. The

maximum field size of the DUV stepper in MicroLab is about 2mm by 5mm. Since it can only

step in one direction, eight flood exposures of different doses were made along the diameter on
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each of the ten wafers used. Because AZ2549 is a resist still being developed, we did not get

much information about the parameters conventionally provided by the vendor, such as refractive

index, dose-to-clear, etc. So we first measured dose-to-clear for normal develop time with one

wafer, then exposed the remaining nine wafers with doses centered at dose-to-clear and 2 mJ/cm^

step-size. Next, the wafers were baked at 110 °C for 90 seconds, and developed at different

development times to measure dissolution rate and employ the Poor Man's DRM technique. The

experimental conditions are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Experimental Conditions for Resist AZ 2549

softbake temperature 120 °C

softbake time 90 seconds

exposure dose 10 ~ 24,step of 2 mJ/cm^

PEB temperature 110®C

PEB time 90 seconds

develop time 5, 10, 15, 25, 35,45, 55, 70, 90 seconds

At the end of each process step (soffcbake, exposure, PEB, and development) as well as

during PEB, the reflectivity spectrum was measured using the SC Inspector, and the resist

thickness was extracted with the method described in section 5.3.2.

5.3.2 Resist Thickness Extraction

All through the experiment on resist AZ2549, the SC Inspector was used to measure

reflectivity. The inspector has been designed for in-line measurement of the thickness and the

absolute reflectivity of semi-transparent thin films. As mentioned in chapter 4, the tool requires

the resist refractive index in order to measure thickness. However, the index of AZ2549 keeps

changing at each process step and during PEB, so we can only use the SC tool to measure

reflectivity, and use ASA as the optimization engine to extract thickness.
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The reflectivity spectrum ranges from 500 nm to 800 nm. The film stack is resist on

native oxide on silicon. In this range, the absorption of the light for both resist and oxide is

negligible, so the index has only a real part. There were seven parameters to be extracted, three

Cauchy parameters (Ar, Br, Cr) for the resist index, two Cauchy parameters (Ao, Bo) for oxide, and

resist and oxide thicknesses (dr, do). To extract parameters in a seven-dimensional space for each

measurement requires too many function evaluations, so we did it in two steps. Since the oxide

thickness and index did not change during the process, we first chose one spectrum for each

wafer, extracted all seven parameters with 40,000 evaluations. Then for the remaining spectra

measured on the same wafer, we fixed Ao, Bo and do, extracting only resist Cauchy parameters

and thickness.

in-situ reflectivity spectrum during PEB

10 X

J
\ ite;;-:-I

time (second)

... I

wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.2. In-situ reflectivity spectrum during PEB.
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of measured and fitted reflectivity at 17"second.

In-situ resist thickness measurement

40 50 60

PEB time (seconds)

Figure 5.4. Resist thickness change during PEB.

100

For example, for wafer number 19, we measured the reflectivity spectrum during PEB in
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situ, as shown in Figure 5.2, Because the exposed field size on the wafer is verysmall ( 2mm by

5mm ), although the measurements started as soon as the wafer was placed on the bake plate, it

took 3 to 5 seconds to properly position the light spot at the center of the field. This causes the

sharp spikes at the first 5 seconds in the spectrum.

Picking up a low noise spectrum from Figure 5.2 (we choose the spectrum at the 17***
second), we can extract all of the seven parameters accurately with a large number of runs. The

measured and fitted spectrum is plotted in Figure 5.3. The root-mean-error is about0.001.

Next the oxide thickness and index are fixed, and the resist thickness is extracted from

the remaining spectra. Theresist thickness change during FEE is plotted in Figure 5.4.

4 5

dose (mJ/cm2)

Figure5.5. Fittingexperiment data with reduced effectivedose model.
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5.4 Parameter Extraction with Static Process Models

5.4.1 Validation of Static Models for Deprotection Considering the Quenching Effect

In chapter 2 we found from Figure 2.3 that the amount of deprotection starts ramping up

after a certain dose, and proposed that this is due to the effect of the quencher during FEB. In

section 2.4.1 we first modeled this effect by using the difference between the dose coupled into

the resist and a fixed amount of effective quenching dose as an effective dose that generates acid

during FEB. I.e., substitute equation 2.9 into 2.4 to obtain the deprotection. With this model, we

can fit the experiment data as shown in Figure 5.5. We can see that this model can describe the

deprotection behavior fairly well for dosage above 3 mJ/cm^. Below this dosage, thedeprotection

curve simply cuts offthe dose-axis atabout 2.75 mJ/cm^, which isthe effective quencher dose.

In order to model the deprotection process across the whole dosage range, we proposed

the quencher reaction model (equation 2.15) in section 2.4.2, which models the actual quencher-

acid reaction during FEB. We can easily fit this model to the UV5 deprotection-dose data at a

FEB temperature of 135 °C. As we can see in Figure 5.6, this curve can fit the slow ramping up

at low dosage very well.

kafnp=0.34.06

alpha=1.16

C=.059

quenchers. 177

3 4

Dose (mJ/cm2)

Figure 5.6. Fitting UV5 experiment data with quencher reaction model at
135 °C( Circles denotes simulated results, stars denotes experiment data ).
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Figure 5.7 Static model fitting experimentaldata for UV5 at different PEB temperature.

5.4.2 Parameter Extraction with Static Process Models

As we have seen in chapter 2, there are more than 10 parameters in the resist models that

describe exposure, PEB and development. We can extract these parameters in such a high-

dimension non-linear space by divide-and-conquer. In this section, we extract some parameters

from the static PEB and develop models, then use them to further extract other parameters in

dynamic DITL model.

The quencher reaction PEB model (equation 2.15) is used to extract the Dill's C

parameter, the acid amplification factor kamp, the neutralization reaction coefficient k^. and the

relative quencher concentration [Q]o. The experimentdata and the fitted curves for resists UV5 at

135 °C and AZ 2549 at 110 °C are plotted in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respectively, and the

extracted parameter values are shown in Table 5.2.
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Exposure dose (mJ/cm^)

Figure 5.8 Staticmodel fitting experimental data for AZ2549 at PEB temperature 110 °C.

Table 5.2Results of Parameter Extraction usingStatic PEB Modelsat one temperature only

Parameter UV5

(135 °C only)

AZ 2549

(110 ®C only)

C (cm^/mJ) 0.059 0.0798

kamp[PAG]o (sec') 0.3406 0.3673

k„[PAG]o (sec') 1.16 2.06

[Q]o
[PAG]o

0.177 0.367
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Table 5.3 Parameter extraction of UV5 for all temperatures

Parameter
ln(Aamp[PAG]o)

(sec"')

^amp

(kcal*mor')

ln(Aa[PAG]o)

(sec"')

E„

(kcal*mor')

C

(cmVmJ)

[Q]o
[PAGJo

Values 47.44 39.33 48.59 38.73 0.0531 0.1293

Since the pre-exponent parameters (Aamp andAa) andthe activation energies (Eamp and Ea)

confound with each other at a fixed PEB temperature,we extract the UV5 parameter values using

the data for all the PEB temperatures. The result is listed in Table 5.3. The parameter values

provided by the resist vendor are: ln(Aanip[PAG]o) =47.818 sec"', Eamp = 39.623 kcaPmol*', C=

2/_i — = 0.150. We can see that the extracted parameter values in Table 5.3
[PAGlo

are fairly closeto the values given by the resist vendor, which were obtained bydifferent methods.

Currently no resist vendors model the dynamic quenching reaction phenomenon, but we can still

approximately check the validity of the neutralization reaction coefficient ka as follows. During

the quenching process, the acid loss rate is ka*[Q], the maximum acid loss rate is ka*[Q]o =

0.3143 sec"' at 135 ®C, and the minimum acid loss rate is close to zero. The average acid loss rate

kioss given by the resist vendor is 0.0407 sec"' at 135 °C, which falls within the interval we
calculated above.

0.0510 cm /mJ,
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The Mack develop model (equations 2.7 and 2.8) is used to extract the parameters for the

develop process. There are 4 parameters ( Rmax, Rmin» nith and n ) in the model. It took about 5

minutes to reduce the mean-square-error to 5nm/sec for develop rate after 30000 runs using ASA

on a 350 MHz P-II PC. The extracted parameter values are listed in Table 5.4, and the

experimental data collected using Poor Man's DRM (stars) and the model curve (solid line)

plotted Irom the extracted parameters are shown in Figure 5.9. The parameter values extracted

are similar to those obtained from alternate methods.

Table 5.4 Develop Parameter Extraction Results for UV5

Parameter Rniax (nm/sec) Rn,i„ (nm/sec) Hs m,h

Value 263.6 3.099 11.04 0.188

5.5 Parameter Extraction with Dynamic DITL Model

5.5.1 Dynamic DITL Model Validation

A €++ program was written to implement the dynamic DITL model proposed in chapter

2. For both UV5 and AZ 2549, the resist thickness is about 650 nm, and the PEB time is 90

seconds. We dividethe space domain (alongthe depthof the resist layer) into200 grids, and the

time domain into 5000steps. It takes about 90 seconds to finish the simulation on a 350 MHz P-

II PC.

Using the program, we cannot only calculate the volume shrinkage during PEB, but also

find out the change of the chemical concentrations, such as acid, deprotected sites, etc., in the

resist, as the reaction proceeds. Figures 5.10 to 5.13 show the distribution of acid concentration,

deprotection, volatile group concentration, and free volume concentration at five different time

steps for UV5. As expected, the acid concentration gets more uniform as PEB progresses, and

the magnitude decreases due to the quenching effect. As a result, about half of the total

deprotection and volatile group generation is done during the first 20 seconds. The free volume

concentration starts from 0.08 ( see next section ) at the beginning of PEB, increases to 0.28 in

the first 16 seconds, then keeps decreasing until the end of PEB. This is because during the first

16 seconds, the free volume generation is faster than relaxation due to the high acid concentration.

After that the acid generation slows down, and the relaxation dominates.
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5.5.2 Parameter Extraction using Dynamic DITL Model

Using ASA as the optimization engine, we extract the eight parameters in the DITL

model by fitting the experiment data with the simulation curve for both UV5 and AZ 2549, as

shown inFigure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. Theextraction result is listed in Table 5.5.

The fitting results seem better for UV5 than AZ2549. There are many reasons that cause

the deviation between experiment and simulation for AZ 2549. First, the setup did not allow for

very accurate placement of the reflectometer spot within the 2mm exposed area. The reflected

light from the exposed area makes the thickness measurement inaccurate. In contrast, for UV5

the thickness was measured off-line using an ellipsometer and the result is more accurate.

Secondly, the experiment for AZ 2549 was done on the bake plate in the Berkeley MicroLab.

The time was recorded manually, and after the wafer is placed on the bake plate, it took a few

seconds for the temperature of the resist to ramp up to the desired PEB temperature. This caused

the offset between the experiment and the simulation at the first few seconds. In contrast, for

UV5 the experiment was done on a state-of-the-art wafer track, and both the time and the
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temperature were controlled more accurately. If we can get in situ measurement of the

temperature ramping during PEB for the AZ2549 resist, the program can be adapted to get a

better fit.

Table 5.5 Results ofParameter Extraction using DITL Model

Parameter UV5 AZ2549

ki 903.6 119.9

k2 (sec*') 3.45 X 10*^ 2.57 X 10^

ka (sec*') 9.54 2.28x10^

k4 9.55x10*^ 8.51 X 10*^

Duo (nmVsec) 0.0466 1.83x10*^

a 7.61 X 10*^ 8.22 X lO"'

Dw (nmVsec) 18.31 5.05

ho 3.04 X 10*' 8.51 X 10*^

l^ioss (sec ) 6.32 X 10*^ 1.58 X 10*'

Some of the parameters in Table 5.5 have counterparts in existing resist models. For

example, k2 corresponds to ka^p, its value given by the resist vendor is 0.0581 sec"', which is

about 60% higher than what we extracted. The vendor value ofkioss is0.0063 sec*', which isvery

close to what we obtained. The diffusion parameter values given by the vendor isvery far away

from those we extracted in Table 5.5, because in a flood exposure experiment, acid diffusion only

occurs in the direction perpendicular to the wafer surface to smooth out the standing wave, and

the thickness loss is not very sensitive to the diffusion coefficients.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we first set up a parameter extraction framework, and designed an

experiment for the AZ2549 resist. Then experimental data were used to extract resist parameters

using the static model. These parameter values are then fed into the dynamic model to extract

more parameters.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary

As Stated in the SIA International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, optical

lithography is still themainstream approach forthe industry, currently driven bydevelopments in

DUV technology for 100 nm CD applications. CD control is the limiting factor. Lithography

simulation is playing a more and more important role in this evolution. Not only a good

physically based model can provide useful insight to the lithography process in the research stage,

but also a well calibrated lithography simulator can help optimize new recipes and do feedback

and feed-forward control during product development and production.

In this work we have proposed both static and dynamic physical models for PEB in

chemically amplified resists, and validated these models with experiments. The static model

successfully models the quenching action in the resist across the complete exposure dose

spectrum. The proposed dynamic model predicts well the volume shrinkage observed in resists

for flood exposure, and could be used to gain insight in the resist mechanism. This insight may
be ofhelp in improving the current resist properties as well as in developing new resist systems.

After the models are validated, a framework is proposed to extract the parameters in the

models using a minimum number of bake and develop experiments. While in this thesis only

unpattemed experiments were used for parameter extraction, the same framework can be

extended to patterned characterization experiments aswell. [27] Adaptive simulated annealing is

extensively used as the optimization engine for parameter extraction. Using the extracted

parameter values, wecan successfully fit thesimulation curves to theexperimental data.

6.2 Future Work

The numerical implementation of the DITL model in chapter 3 and the experiments we

have done are for flood exposure only. In the summer of 1998, we have "seen'' the thickness loss

for patterned features af^er PEB using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) at National
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Semiconductor Corp. To model this effect in the presence of patterns in the resist, we can extend

the program to a 2-dimensional case, and compare the simulated resist surface contour with the

AFM measurement. The moving boundary method we proposed in chapter 3 can be easily

adapted to 2-dimensional problems.

Since the dynamic DITL model has a physical basis, we can find close connections

between the model parameters and the resist mechanism. For example, the parameter k] is used

to convert the percentage deprotection to acid and volatile group concentration, and it shows the

relation between the photoacid generator and the protecting t-BOC group. The parameter k4

converts the number of voids to the amount of volume shrinkage, and its value gives an idea of

the order of magnitude of the voids. Another example is the parameter kioss, which illustrates how

much the quenching effect is. With a careful design of experiment, these relations can be studied

to help us further understand the resists.

Experimental Data

Spatial variation
filter

Parameter mean

values

Parameter & operation
point variance

Calibrated

simulation engine

Recipe for
maximum yield

Target Specifications
of features

In-line sensor

measurement

Figure 6.1 Parameter extraction and recipe optimization framework.
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In order to efficiently utilize lithography simulators, it is necessary to know the

sensitivity of the tuning parameters and their correlation under various experimental conditions.

This may help decompose the high dimensional space into a few low dimensional subspaces, thus

significMtly accelerating the parameter extraction process.

With some additional efforts the process variation can also be extracted. This can be fed

into the recipe optimization framework powered by a calibrated simulation engine (Figure 6.1) to

enhance the yield. The maximum yield is obtained when the process output domain and the

target specification domain have the maximum overlap, as shown in Figure 6.2.

As more and more in situ sensors are being integrated on the wafer track, more and more

quantities about the wafer status can be obtained while the wafer is being processed. With a well

calibrated simulation engine, an advanced run-to-run controller can feed this information forward

to correct process settings for later steps, and feed the information back for the processing

conditions for the next wafer. We believe that run-to-run control would help significantly reduce

the CD variation in current and future generation lithography technologies.

Acceptability region

Maximization ofoverlapping area

Process variability region

Figure 6.2 The goal of recipe optimization
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Appendix B List of Symbols

Parameter Description Unit

a Absorption coefficient of the resist iHlm nm"'

At Time step for finite difference method sec

Az Space step for finite difference method nm

y Electromagnetic wave transmission at media interface —

Complex refraction index —

X Light wavelength nm

xn Volume element nm^ or nm

4 Concentration variable (such as u, v, w, h) distribution function —

a Acid diffusivity amplification factor
—

[Acid] Acid concentration nm'^

Ac Cauchy coefficient —

Ai Lower bound for parameter pi ~

Be Cauchy coefficient nm-

Bi Upper bound for parameter pi ~

Ccost Cooling scaling factor for the acceptance function for ASA —

Ci Cooling scaling factor for T —

C Photoacid formation coefficient cm^/mJ

Cc Cauchy coefficient 4
nm

Cp Parameter constraint ~

d Film (resist) thickness nm

D Parameter dimensionality for simulated annealing ~

Do Cauchy coefficient nm

DoSCeff Effective dose, corrected by quenching effect mJ/cm^

Dose Exposure dose mJ/cm^

Doseq Effective quenching dose mJ/cm^

Ds Exposure dose, corrected by the reflectivity at the air-resist mJ/cm^
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Parameter Description Unit

Du Acid diffiisivity nmVsec

Dw Volatile group diffiisivity nm^/sec

Eaccept Energyof the last accepted state

Ec Cauchy coefficient nm^

Ek Energy of the state

Fc Cauchy coefficient nm^

g(p, Tk) Probability density ofD-dimensionalvariable p

gk Probability that a point p e Cp is sampled at step k

h Normalized void (hole) concentration

h(AE, Tk) Probability for acceptance of new state

k Imaginary part of the refractive index

ki Scaling factor to convert deprotectioninto corresponding

Volatile group concentration

k2 Deprotection reaction rate coefficient sec"'
ks Void relaxation rate sec"'

k4 Scaling factor to convert voids collapsed into volume shrinkage —

ka Neutralization reaction coefficient sec"'

kamp Acid amplification factor sec"'
kcost Number of acceptance for ASA

kioss Acid loss factor sec"'
m Normalized concentration of unreacted blocking site in resist

mfl, Threshold PAC concentration

n Real part of the refractive index

Us dissolution selectivity parameter

p Parametervectorfor the function to be optimized

pi^... Component of parameter vector p

Paccept accepted input parameter vector

pj^ Input parameter vector atk"' step

[PAG]o Initial PAG concentration nm"^
Q Normalized quencher concentration

r Reflectivity coefficient
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Parameter Description Unit

R Universal gas constant (Chapter 2) cal-mor'-K"'

R Intensity reflectivity (Chapter 4)

R" m dimensional linear space

Rmax Maximum developmentrate nm/sec

Rmin Minimum development rate nm/sec

Sk' Number ofgenerations for pj up to step k

t Time sec

T Absolute temperature K

To Initial "temperature" for simulated annealing

To.cost Initial cost "temperature"

Tk Annealing "temperature" at step k for simulated annealing

Tk,cost Cost "temperature" at step k

To' Initial "temperature" for parameter pi for ASA

Tk' Annealing "temperature" for parameter piat step k for ASA

u Normalized acid concentration

Uj Uniformly distributed random number at [0, 1]

V Percentage deprotection

w Normalized volatile group concentration

X Direction parallel to resist surface

X Input vector for the function to be optimized

Xi^.... Components of input vector x

z Depth into the resist nm
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